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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a respiratory tract infection caused by a new coronavirus named severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2). COVID-19 varies from asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infection or mild upper respiratory tract infection in the majority of patients, to severe pneumonia with acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) and respiratory insufficiency in a small but significant number of patients.[@bib1] Since the disease was first described at the end of 2019 in Wuhan, China, SARS-CoV-2 has spread rapidly throughout the world and on March 11^th^, 2020 the World Health Organization (WHO) declared the coronavirus outbreak a pandemic.[@bib2] The large number of patients, caused by the lack of immunity in the population, has put a heavy burden on the healthcare system. Despite aggressive containment measures, the number of infections is rising in many countries, with Europe and United States now being the hotspots of the epidemic,[@bib3] while the number of cases in low-income countries will likely rise in the coming period.

It is expected that the infection will remain endemic in the population for years to come, with regular outbreaks when quarantine measures are relaxed and in the winter seasons. Vaccination would be the most optimal tool for infection prevention. Although more than 80 different initiatives around the world are trying to develop a disease-specific vaccine, it is likely that at least 1.5--2 years will be needed to produce an effective vaccine. Other measures to contain the infection are therefore urgently needed.

Bacille Calmette-Guérin (BCG) induces a general long-term boosting of innate immune mechanisms, also termed "trained immunity," mediated by an epigenetic, transcriptional, and functional reprogramming of innate immune cells such as monocytes, macrophages, and natural killer cells.[@bib4] Epidemiological studies and randomized trials have shown that BCG vaccination reduces all-cause infant mortality by diminishing deaths due to infections other than tuberculosis.[@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8] The observation that BCG vaccination could protect against viral infection was strengthened by a study in Guinea-Bissau showing that BCG reduced the incidence of respiratory syncytial virus infection.[@bib9] Protective effects of BCG vaccination on respiratory tract infections have been reported in elderly in Indonesia[@bib10] and Japan.[@bib11] In addition, we have previously shown that BCG can decrease viral replication and viral load in a model of human experimental viral infection with attenuated yellow fever vaccine virus.[@bib12]

Based on these data, it has been hypothesized that BCG vaccination may also have beneficial effects against SARS-CoV-2 infection.[@bib13] Several clinical trials to assess the effect of BCG vaccination on COVID-19 are underway (<https://clinicaltrials.gov>, e.g., NCT04417335, NCT04328441 and NCT04327206). However, concerns have been raised regarding the potential harm that would be caused by an excessive inflammatory response induced by BCG in some patients with COVID-19[@bib13]: indeed, deleterious cytokine production has been reported to lead to ARDS and death in COVID-19 patients on the intensive care.[@bib1] ^,^ [@bib14] Although no data have been reported regarding a potential deleterious effect of BCG vaccination, it is important to assess the direct safety profile of BCG vaccination during the COVID-19 pandemic, considering that more than 10 trials are either underway or planned in different countries. We therefore compared disease and symptoms during the COVID-19 outbreak in volunteers who were either recently vaccinated (within the last 5 years) with BCG or did not receive a BCG vaccine. We report that recent BCG vaccination is safe in the COVID-19 pandemic in the populations studied, and based on that, we argue that large randomized trials of BCG vaccination for the prevention of SARS-CoV-2 infections are warranted.

Results {#sec2}
=======

To investigate the safety of recent BCG vaccination in the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, we retrospectively compared in parallel three similar cohorts of volunteers who were either vaccinated with BCG in the last 5 years (266 volunteers) or had never received a BCG vaccine (164 volunteers) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} ). These cohorts are part of the Human Functional Genomics Project (HFGP) (<http://www.humanfunctionalgenomics.org>) and comprise healthy volunteers of Western-European ancestry. The majority of individuals who received a BCG vaccine were vaccinated with BCG between April 2017 and June 2018 ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The first case that tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 was detected in the Netherlands on February 27^th^ 2020, and this was followed by a dramatic increase in cases in the weeks thereafter, with a peak of reported COVID-19 cases in the first half of April. Therefore, we retrospectively collected information about COVID-19-related disease and symptoms that occurred in the period between February 27^th^ and April 30^th^ 2020. These data, as well as other metadata including recent travel history and contact with SARS-CoV-2-infected individuals, was collected via two digital surveys (see [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for an overview of survey questions). In the first survey, we collected demographic characteristics and information on the first 4 weeks of the epidemic in the Netherlands (time period between February 27^th^ and March 31^st^). Participants that completed the first survey were sent a second survey in which we queried participants about the time period between April 1^st^ and April 30^th^. Participants that completed both surveys were included in the analysis, while individuals who received a BCG vaccination within the time period assessed were excluded. Baseline characteristics of the BCG-vaccinated individuals and controls that completed both surveys are summarized in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} . The two groups were similar in sex distribution, BMI, and underlying chronic conditions (including lung disease and allergic rhinitis). However, the proportion of individuals in the BCG-vaccinated group age 60 years and older was lower compared to the control group (4.5% versus 12.8%, p \< 0.01). The median age of BCG-vaccinated individuals was 25 years (age range, 21−73 years) compared to a median age of 30 years (age range, 23--80 years) in the control group. On the other hand, BCG-vaccinated individuals had more often been in contact with SARS-CoV-2 infected individuals compared to the control group (36.8% versus 23.8%, p \< 0.01) and were more often healthcare workers compared to the control group (49.2% versus 37.2%, p \< 0.05), which could be an indication of an increased risk of exposure to and infection with SARS-CoV-2 in the BCG-vaccinated group.[@bib15] ^,^ [@bib16] We corrected for all these differences in a statistical model of logistical regression.Figure 1Schematic Overview of the StudyThe dataset consists of 430 adult volunteers of which 266 volunteers received the BCG vaccine in the last 5 years and 164 individuals did not receive the BCG vaccine (control group). Information about disease and any symptoms between February 27^th^ to April 30^th^ 2020, as well as other metadata including recent travel history and previous contact with SARS-CoV-2 infected individuals were collected via two digital surveys that were sent to participants of the 300BCG, 500FG, and BCG-booster cohorts. Participants that received a BCG vaccination before 2015 and participants from the BCG booster cohort that received a BCG vaccine between February 27^th^ and April 30^th^ were excluded from analysis. Circulating immune parameters were assessed in individuals from the 300BCG and 500FG cohorts. The BCG-induced trained immunity response was assessed in the 300BCG cohort by comparing cytokine levels upon *ex vivo* stimulation of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) 3 months after BCG vaccination to the levels before vaccination. Annotation: ResponseQ1 = response survey 1, containing information on disease and symptoms between February 27^th^ to March 31^st^ 2020; ResponseQ2 = response survey 2, containing information on disease and symptoms between April 1^st^ to April 30^th^ 2020. For information on timing of BCG vaccination see [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.Table 1Baseline Characteristics of BCG-Vaccinated Individuals and ControlsVariableBCG-Vaccinated (n = 266)Control (n = 164)p Value[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Male sex, n (%)110 (41.4)63 (38.4)0.62Age \>60 years, n (%)12 (4.5)21 (12.8)\<0.01BMI, mean (SD)22.8 (2.7)23.5 (3.4)0.05Presence of underlying chronic condition, n (%)21 (7.9)19 (11.6)0.27Heart disease, n (%)2 (0.8)2 (1.2)0.64High blood pressure, n (%)4 (1.5)7 (4.3)0.11Diabetes mellitus, n (%)3 (1.1)0 (0.0)N/ALung disease (asthma/COPD), n (%)11 (4.1)10 (6.1)0.37Kidney disease, n (%)4 (1.5)2 (1.2)1Allergic rhinitis, n (%)63 (23.7)46 (28.0)0.37Employed, n (%)208 (78.2)134 (81.7)0.45College degree, n (%)139 (52.3)79 (48.2)0.61Any international travel January 1^st^--March 31^st^, no. individuals traveled (%)118 (44.4)64 (39.0)0.32Known contact with infected person, n (%)98 (36.8)39 (23.8)\<0.01Works in healthcare, n (%)131 (49.2)61 (37.2)\<0.05[^3][^4]

BCG Vaccination Does Not Increase Reported SARS-CoV-2-Related Disease or Hospital Admission {#sec2.1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the safety profile of BCG, we first compared SARS-CoV-2-related disease between the BCG-vaccinated and control group based on the survey results. No differences in the number of cases diagnosed with COVID-19 (by PCR or by a physician based on clinical symptoms) were observed between the BCG and control groups (1.5% versus 1.2%, p = 1) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} A). Importantly, none of the BCG-vaccinated (or control) individuals reported admission to hospital, suggesting that BCG vaccination is not associated with increased risk of hospitalization during the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic in this population ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). Serological surveys in the Netherlands show that between 5.5%--10.0% of the population has been infected, which means that at least 14--27 individuals in the BCG group have been infected during the first pandemic wave. Despite of that, none of the volunteers needed hospitalization. Collectively, these findings provide reassurance that recent BCG vaccination is safe and not associated with an increase in COVID-19 or an increase in severity of disease in a population of healthy individuals.Figure 2BCG Vaccination Is Not Associated with Increased Disease or Severity of COVID-19-Related Symptoms(A) Percentage of participants with reported positive COVID-19 diagnosis (diagnosis made by PCR/physician based on clinical symptoms) in the BCG-vaccinated (n = 266) and control group (n = 164) (p = Fisher's exact test p value).(B) Percentage of SARS-CoV-2-related hospital admission in the BCG-vaccinated (n = 266) and control group (n = 164).(C) Percentage of self-reported sickness between February 27^th^ and April 30^th^ 2020 in the BCG-vaccinated (n = 266) and control group (n = 164) (p = chi-square test p value; ~adj~p = logistic regression adjusted p value).(D) The average number of reported days of sickness in the BCG-vaccinated and control group (n = 106, p = Wilcoxon rank-sum test p value).(E) Percentage of individuals that reported any symptom in the BCG-vaccinated (n = 266) and control group (n = 164) (p = chi-square test p value).(F) Percentage of individuals that reported the indicated specific symptom between February 27^th^ and April 30^th^ 2020 in the BCG-vaccinated (n = 266) and control group (n = 164) (p = chi-square test p value).See also [Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

BCG Vaccination Is Not Associated with Increased Sickness and Symptoms during the SARS-CoV-2 Pandemic {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the time period assessed, the testing policy in the Netherlands focused on healthcare workers caring for vulnerable groups. This means that individuals who felt sick or experienced symptoms as a result of a SARS-CoV-2 infection, but were not working in healthcare, were unlikely to be tested and have not all been seen by a physician. As a result, the actual number of COVID-19 cases in the Netherlands is higher than the number of documented cases.[@bib17] Furthermore, the coronavirus did not equally spread throughout the Netherlands, resulting in significant regional differences in the number of COVID-19 cases.[@bib18] The large majority of the individuals that participated in this study are either residents of the province Noord-Brabant, the epicenter of the COVID-19 outbreak in the Netherlands, or live in Gelderland, the province that borders Noord-Brabant. These regions are among the top provinces with the highest number of COVID-19 registered cases and COVID-19-related hospital admission in the country ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For these reasons, it is possible that a significant number of participants in our cohorts was not tested for COVID-19, but did experience symptoms as a result of SARS-CoV-2 infection. In order to assess safety of BCG vaccination, we therefore next assessed potential differences in self-reported sickness and symptoms in the period between February 27^th^ and April 30^th^ 2020 in BCG-vaccinated individuals and controls. Sickness was defined as any illness that led to absenteeism from work or prevented the individual from performing activities outside the house.[@bib19] Without adjusting for confounders, the incidence of self-reported sickness was not increased in BCG-vaccinated individuals. If anything, the incidence of sickness appeared to be significantly lower in the BCG-vaccinated group as compared to the control group (20.7% versus 31.1%, crude odds ratio 0.58, p \< 0.05) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). No significant difference was observed in the mean number of days of sickness (3.8 versus 5.5 days in the control group, p = 0.16) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D). However, various risk factors have been reported to be associated with SARS-CoV-2 infection, including age, underlying chronic conditions, and exposure to SARS-CoV-2-positive cases.[@bib20] To account for possible covariates that might affect the correlation between BCG vaccination status and self-reported sickness, we created a logistic model with as output variable "self-reported sickness" and as predictor variables BCG vaccination, age, underlying chronic condition (none versus one or more), healthcare-work (yes versus no), known contact with infected person (yes versus no), and any international travel between January 1^st^ and March 31^st^ 2020 (yes versus no). The logistic model fit was appropriate (p = 0.21, [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and revealed an adjusted odds ratio (AOR) for BCG vaccination of 0.58 (p \< 0.05), supporting our previous observation of less sickness in BCG-vaccinated individuals as compared to controls.

Similar to the incidence of reported sickness, the incidence of reporting at least one symptom was significantly lower in the BCG-vaccinated group as compared to the control group after adjusting for confounders (AOR 0.65, p \< 0.05, model fit p = 0.79) ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E and [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The most common reported symptoms were rhinorrhea and sore throat, followed by cough and headache ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}F). The incidence of various reported COVID-19-related symptoms, including fever, cough, sore throat, shortness of breath, headache, and muscle ache was not significantly different between the BCG-vaccinated group and the control group. However, the incidence of extreme fatigue, a common symptom of COVID-19, was in the BCG-vaccinated group less than half of that in the control group (8.3% versus 18.9%, AOR 0.37, p \< 0.01, model fit p = 0.26). Taken together, we observed less sickness and extreme fatigue in the BCG-vaccinated group, indicating that BCG vaccination is safe during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Association of Self-Reported Sickness and Symptoms during the SARS-CoV-2 Pandemic with Circulating Immune Parameters {#sec2.3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To explore whether variation in baseline immune status correlates with the incidence of self-reported sickness, we compared the concentrations of the circulating cytokines interleukin (IL)-6, IL-8, IL-10, and IL-18 between individuals who had been sick and those who had not been sick. Measurements were performed on plasma of individuals from the 500FG and 300BCG cohorts that was obtained upon inclusion (2013/2014 500FG, 2017/2018 300BCG, n = 392). Similar concentrations of IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, and IL-18 were observed between the two groups ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} A). In line with these findings, no differences were observed in circulating cytokines for any of the symptoms ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 3Self-Reported Sickness and Symptoms during the SARS-CoV-2 Pandemic Do Not Correlate with Circulating Immune ParametersCirculating concentrations of IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, and IL-18 were assessed before BCG vaccination, normalized, and measured on a log2-scale as normalized protein expression values. Differences between self-reported sickness (A) or symptoms (B) and circulating immune parameters were assessed (n = 392; p = Wilcoxon rank-sum test p value). Boxes represent middle 50% of the data with a center line for the median, the lines extending the boxes roughly represent the 95% confidence interval for comparing medians, outliers are shown as separate dots.See also [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

BCG-Responsiveness for Trained Immunity Is Not Associated with Sickness and Symptoms during the COVID-19 Pandemic {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous studies have indicated that BCG might protect against viral infections through the induction of a long-lasting enhanced cytokine production capacity associated with trained immunity.[@bib12] ^,^ [@bib21] However, large inter-individual variation exists in the ability to build trained immunity responses, and this may be caused by host factors (both genetic and non-genetic)[@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24] and factors related to the microorganisms. As a result, differences in the magnitude of the trained immunity response may affect the off-target protective effects of BCG vaccination. In order to assess a potential difference in the incidence of sickness and symptoms during the COVID-19 outbreak between individuals with strong immune memory responses and individuals with lower trained immunity responses, we investigated the variability of immune memory responses in BCG-vaccinated individuals from the 300BCG cohort. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from participants were stimulated *ex vivo* with *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (*M. tuberculosis* or *Mtb*) H37Rv (specific stimulus) or *Staphylococcus aureus* (*S. aureus*) (heterologous stimulus) before and 3 months after BCG vaccination. Cytokine production was measured in 24 h (IL-6 and tumor necrosis factor alpha \[TNF-α\]) and 7 days (interferon \[IFN\]-γ) supernatants. The magnitude of the trained immunity (innate immune memory) response was assessed by the fold change in cytokine production (IL-6 and TNF-α) 3 months after BCG vaccination as compared to levels before vaccination. The specific (adaptive) immune memory response was assessed by the fold change in IFN-γ production upon stimulation with *M. tuberculosis*. Consistent with previous studies, we observed a significant increase in cytokine production upon BCG vaccination as well as a high degree of inter-individual variability in the induction of BCG-induced immune memory responses ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} A). Of note, age showed no correlation with the induction of trained immunity responses, indicating sustained trained immunity responses in the elderly ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 4Association between BCG-Induced Immune Memory and Self-Reported Sickness and Symptoms during the SARS-CoV-2 Pandemic(A) Inter-individual variability of immune memory responses. Trained immunity was assessed by the fold change in *ex vivo S. aureus*-induced TNF-α (n = 195) and *S. aureus*- and *M. tuberculosis* (*Mtb*)-induced IL-6 (n = 195 and n = 193, respectively) cytokine production 3 months after BCG vaccination as compared to levels before vaccination. The adaptive immune memory response was assessed by the fold change in *Mtb*-induced IFN-γ production (n = 189). Fold changes in cytokine production are shown in boxplots, red line indicates the non-responder/responder cut off (1.2 for trained immunity, 1.5 for adaptive immunity). Boxes represent middle 50% of the data with a center line for the median, the lines extending the boxes roughly represent the 95% confidence interval for comparing medians, outliers are shown as separate dots.(B--D) Individuals with a fold change of 1.2 or higher were considered responders, individuals with a fold change smaller than 1.2 were considered non-responders. Proportion of non-responders and responders that reported sickness (B; *S. aureus*-induced IL-6, non-responder, n = 128; responder, n = 67, *Mtb*-induced IL-6, non-responder, n = 112; responder, n = 70), *S. aureus*-induced TNF-α, non-responder, n = 94; responder, n = 101) or any symptoms (C; *S. aureus*-induced IL-6, non-responder, n = 128; responder, n = 67), *Mtb*-induced IL-6, non-responder, n = 112; responder, n = 70) are shown (p = chi-square test p value). (D) Percentage of *S. aureus*-induced IL-6 cytokine fold change non-responders and responders that reported a specific symptom (non-responder, n = 128; responder, n = 67; p = Fisher's exact test p value).(E--G) Percentage of *Mtb*-induced IFN-γ cytokine fold change non-responders and responders that reported sickness (E) or symptoms (F) (non-responder, n = 93; responder, n = 96; p = chi-square test p value). (G) Percentage of *Mtb*-induced IFN-γ cytokine fold change non-responders and responders that reported a specific symptom (non-responder, n = 93; responder, n = 96; p = Fisher's exact test p value).See also [Figures S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

To assess whether the ability to build a trained immunity response following BCG vaccination was associated with recent self-reported sickness and symptoms, individuals were divided into responders (based on fold change ≥1.2; *S. aureus*-induced IL-6, n = 67; *Mtb*-induced IL-6, n = 81; and *S. aureus*-induced TNF-α, n = 101) and non-responders (fold change \<1.2; *S. aureus*-induced IL-6, n = 128; *Mtb*-induced IL-6, n = 112; and *S. aureus*-induced TNF-α, n = 94). The incidence of self-reported sickness ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B) as well as the incidence of symptoms ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C, 4D, and [S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) was not significantly different between responders and non-responders, indicating that a strong trained immunity profile is not associated with increased sickness or severity of symptoms during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Aside from the correlation with the trained immunity response, the correlation of the specific (adaptive) immune memory response, sickness, and symptoms was determined by similarly dividing individuals into responders (based on fold change ≥1.5; *Mtb*-induced IFN-γ, n = 96) and non-responders (fold change \<1.5; *Mtb*-induced IFN-γ, n = 93). Similar to our previous findings, no difference was observed in the incidence of sickness ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E) or reported symptoms ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}F and 4G) between individuals with a strong specific immune memory response and those with weak responses. These data collectively suggest that individuals with strong BCG-induced immune memory responses do not show an increase in sickness and symptoms as compared to individuals showing weaker responses, suggesting that BCG vaccination could also be considered safe in the subgroup of individuals that display a strong immune memory profile upon BCG vaccination.

Finally, we assessed the BCG safety profile based on the results from the first digital survey, representing the first 4 weeks of the COVID-19 outbreak in the Netherlands (time period between February 27^th^ and March 31^st^), to which more individuals responded. In total, 526 individuals completed the first survey. After exclusion of 20 individuals that received the BCG vaccine before 2015, the dataset consisted of 309 BCG-vaccinated individuals and 197 controls. Similar to the data analyzed for the time period between February 27^th^ and April 30^th^, BCG vaccination was not associated with increased disease or severity of symptoms in the first 4 weeks of the COVID-19 pandemic in the Netherlands ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} ).Figure 5Summary of Main Results Analyzed for the First 4 Weeks of the COVID-19 Outbreak in the Netherlands, in which More Individuals Responded to the Survey(A) Percentage of participants with positive COVID-19 diagnosis in the BCG-vaccinated (n = 309) and control group (n = 197) (p = Fisher's exact test p value).(B) Percentage of self-reported sickness between February 27^th^ and March 31^st^ 2020 in the BCG-vaccinated (n = 309) and control group (n = 197) (p = chi-square test p value; ~adj~p = logistic regression adjusted p value).(C) The average number of reported days of sickness in the BCG-vaccinated and control group (n = 102; p = Wilcoxon rank-sum test p value).(D) Percentage of individuals that reported any symptom in the BCG-vaccinated and control group (n = 506; p = chi-square test p value).(E and F) Trained immunity was assessed by the fold change in *ex vivo S. aureus*-induced TNF-α (n = 208) and *S. aureus*- and *M. tuberculosis* (*Mtb*)-induced IL-6 (n = 208 and n = 206, respectively) cytokine production 3 months after BCG vaccination as compared to levels before vaccination. Individuals with a fold change of 1.2 or higher were considered responders, individuals with a fold change smaller than 1.2 were considered non-responders. Percentage of non-responders (*S. aureus*-induced TNF-α, n = 98; *S. aureus*-induced IL-6, n = 133; *Mtb*-induced IL-6, n = 119) and responders (*S. aureus*-induced TNF-α, n = 110; *S. aureus*-induced IL-6, n = 75; *Mtb*-induced IL-6, n = 87) that reported sickness (E), or symptoms (F) are shown (p = chi-square test p value).

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

In the present study, we investigated whether a recent BCG vaccination is safe during the COVID-19 pandemic, and thus poses no significant risk if investigated in large clinical trials in populations at risk. A prophylactic approach using BCG vaccination against SARS-CoV-2 infection has recently been proposed due to the known beneficial off-target effects of BCG against other infections.[@bib13] ^,^ [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27] Importantly, however, an overwhelming inflammatory reaction has been described to contribute to severity and mortality in some patients with COVID-19,[@bib14] which raised concerns that BCG vaccination, by enhancing innate immune responses, may have deleterious effects. In this study, we show that recent BCG vaccination is not associated with increased disease or severity of symptoms during the COVID-19 pandemic. If anything, BCG vaccination might be associated with a decrease in the incidence of sickness during the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as lower incidence of extreme fatigue, although these data need to be interpreted with caution considering the retrospective nature of the study.

Various clinical trials have shown that BCG vaccination strongly reduces all cause neonatal mortality, an effect that appeared to be due to protection against unrelated infectious agents, resulting in fewer cases of respiratory tract infections and neonatal sepsis.[@bib5] ^,^ [@bib8] These clinical trials have been complemented by experimental studies: Spencer et al.[@bib28] showed that BCG reduced viral titers of influenza A virus in mice, an effect dependent on macrophages, while BCG vaccination also protected from herpes simplex virus type 2 in a controlled murine model with newborn mice.[@bib29] We have demonstrated that epigenetic and functional reprogramming of monocytes[@bib22] and their precursors in the bone marrow[@bib30] leads to increased cytokine production capacity and antimicrobial activity,[@bib31] which has been termed trained immunity.[@bib32] Subsequently, BCG-induced trained immunity showed protective effects in a model of controlled experimental viral infection in humans.[@bib12]

These data led to the hypothesis that BCG vaccination may also help against infection with SARS-CoV-2, and several large clinical trials are currently underway. Epidemiological studies seem to support this hypothesis by reporting lower rates of infection and mortality in countries with a childhood BCG vaccination program[@bib25] ^,^ [@bib33], [@bib34], [@bib35]; however, these studies are prone to biases[@bib36] and only address the long-term effect of BCG on the risk of severe COVID-19. Prospective clinical trials are necessary to demonstrate whether BCG may have an immediate protective effect. Despite the attractiveness of the concept, the proposal of BCG trials for protection against COVID-19 has also raised the concern that the strengthened cytokine response may lead to deleterious effects in some patients. The major clinical complication in patients with COVID-19 is respiratory insufficiency due to local hyperinflammation and acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS).[@bib37] Indeed, recent studies argue for an increased systemic inflammatory reaction in patients with severe SARS-CoV-2 infection: circulating concentrations of proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-6, TNF-α, MCP1, MIP1α, and IP10 are increased in COVID-19 patients on the intensive care unit (ICU) when compared to those who do not need ICU admission.[@bib1] This strong increase in systemic inflammation is associated with endothelial dysfunction as assessed by D-dimers,[@bib37] and hyperactive CCR6^+^Th17^+^ T cells locally in the lung.[@bib38] Administration of anti-IL-6R antibodies[@bib39] ^,^ [@bib40] or IL-1R antagonist (anakinra)[@bib41] ^,^ [@bib42] in patients with COVID-19 and hyperinflammation seems to have beneficial effects. These observations necessitate a careful assessment of the safety of BCG vaccination in the context of COVID-19 infection, before very large clinical trials are initiated.

We approached the important aspect of the safety profile of BCG vaccination during the COVID-19 pandemic by comparing the incidence and severity of COVID-19 symptoms in individuals either vaccinated with BCG in the last 5 years or not. BCG vaccination was not associated with any increase in incidence of disease or severity of symptoms during the COVID-19 outbreak. Serological data in the Netherlands indicated that between 5.5%--10.0% of the population has been infected. Moreover, Nijmegen is situated very close to the epicenter of the pandemic in the Netherlands, and thus these percentages are likely to be higher for our study population. This means that at least 14--27, and likely more, individuals in the BCG group have been infected during the first pandemic wave. The fact that none of these individuals have needed hospitalization is a strong argument for the safety of BCG vaccination. If anything, our data suggest that BCG vaccination might be associated with a decrease in the incidence of sickness during the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as lower incidence of severe fatigue. The significant reduction in sickness by BCG vaccination is in line with the earlier studies in children[@bib5] ^,^ [@bib8] and in adults[@bib10] that reported a decrease in respiratory tract infections.

The lack of deleterious effects of BCG vaccination is not completely unexpected. In healthy individuals who are vaccinated with BCG, and in which the innate antimicrobial mechanisms would be boosted by trained immunity, this likely leads to decreased viremia, faster viral elimination, and subsequently decreased inflammation, fewer symptoms, and quicker recovery. This chain of events was, indeed, also recorded in a model of experimental infection with the yellow fever vaccine, in which BCG vaccination decreased viral loads and systemic inflammation.[@bib12] In contrast, an initial defective antiviral response in some individuals at risk (e.g., the elderly) can lead to high viremia, deleterious systemic inflammation, and severe disease. It is reassuring to observe that these theoretical considerations are supported by actual clinical data.

In conclusion, in the present study, we demonstrate that BCG vaccination is safe and does not lead to increased morbidity due to COVID-19. Prospective randomized clinical trials to study the impact of BCG vaccination on morbidity and mortality due to SARS-CoV-2 infection are urgently needed before BCG vaccination can be recommended against COVID-19.[@bib13] Importantly, two indispensable additional pieces in the puzzle of BCG non-specific effects are provided by complementary studies by our group: one study demonstrates the induction of trained immunity by BCG revaccination in older adults from a sub-Saharan country (Berendsen et al. and M.G.N., unpublished data), while a randomized clinical trial in Greece, in an elderly population, shows significantly lower incidence of any infection, with 80% reduction in respiratory tract infections (E.J.G.-B. et al. and M.G.N. unpublished data). Based on all these studies, one could envisage induction of trained immunity as an important tool against emerging dangerous pathogens: BCG (or other stimuli that induce trained immunity) could be rapidly tested and eventually employed in the beginning of a pandemic, bridging the 1- to 2-year period needed for the development of a pathogen-specific vaccine. Indeed, a specific vaccine is needed and will hopefully provide a long-term solution for COVID-19, because protection through induction of trained immunity by BCG is likely to be relatively short (for 2--3 years), as also suggested by a recent epidemiological study.[@bib43] This concept carries particular force at this time, because there is an urgent need to develop strategies to restrain SARS-CoV2 and limit the pandemic, which has put half of the Earth's population under quarantine.

Limitations of Study {#sec3.1}
--------------------

Caution is warranted in interpreting our findings: limitations include the retrospective nature of the study in two relatively small groups of volunteers, and the potential for selection bias. Furthermore, a microbiological diagnosis was absent in the majority of the individuals, and we may have captured sickness and symptoms unrelated to COVID-19. For these reasons, the data in this study indicate that BCG vaccination is safe during the COVID-19 outbreak, but does not permit conclusions regarding a potential beneficial effect of BCG against SARS-CoV-2 infection. Whether BCG has a protective effect specifically against COVID-19 needs to be investigated in future randomized clinical trials.

STAR★Methods {#sec4}
============

Key Resources Table {#sec4.1}
-------------------

REAGENT or RESOURCESOURCEIDENTIFIER**Bacterial and Virus Strains**Heat-killed *Mycobacterium tuberculosis*GiftH37RvBacille Calmette-Guérin VaccineIntervaxBulgaria strainBacille Calmette-Guérin VaccineSSI1331*Staphylococcus aureus*GiftClinical isolate**Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins**Ficoll-PaqueGE HealthcareCat\#17-1440-03Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium (RPMI)InvitrogenCat\#22406031Critical Commercial AssaysHuman TNFα ELISAR&D systemsCat\#DY210Human IL-6 ELISASanquinCat\#M1916Human IFNγ ELISASanquinCat\#M1933**Software and Algorithms**R version 3.6.1R Foundation for Statistical Computing<https://www.R-project.org/>CastorCastor EDC<https://www.castoredc.com>

Resource Availability {#sec4.2}
---------------------

### Lead Contact {#sec4.2.1}

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Mihai G. Netea at the Radboud University Medical Center, Nijmegen, the Netherlands (<mihai.netea@radboudumc.nl>).

### Materials Availability {#sec4.2.2}

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Experimental Model and Subject Details {#sec4.3}
--------------------------------------

### Human Subjects {#sec4.3.1}

This retrospective cohort study was performed in cohorts of healthy adults (both females and males) of Western European descent that are part of the Human Functional Genomics Project (300BCG cohort, no. NL58553.091.16, 500FG cohort, no. NL42561.091.12, BCG booster cohort, no. NL58219.091.16). The study was approved by the Ethical Committee (CMO) of Radboud University Nijmegen, the Netherlands. Inclusion of volunteers and experiments were conducted according to the principles expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki. All volunteers gave written informed consent before any material was taken.

The 500FG cohort consists of 534 healthy individuals (237 males and 296 females) that were included in the period between 8/2013 and 12/2014. 511 participants gave permission upon enrollment in the 500FG study to be approached for future research studies. Ages range from 18 to 75, the majority of the individuals were 30 years or younger (n = 421). The 300BCG cohort consists of 326 healthy individuals (141 males and 185 females) that were included between 4/2017 and 6/2018. The age range of this cohort ranges from 18 to 71 with the majority of individuals (n = 279) being younger than 30 years of age. The BCG booster cohort contained 31 healthy individuals (age range 19 -- 53 year.) that were included between 12/2019 and 2/2020. In all cohorts, participants were included at the Radboud University Medical Center (Radboudumc), the Netherlands. Recruitment of participants was performed in a similar way for all cohorts: via flyers and posters at the Radboudumc and the Radboud University.

29 individuals that participated in the 500FG study also participated later in the 300BCG study and received a BCG vaccination. These participants were therefore considered 300BCG participants in this study. As participants from the 500FG cohort were included approximately 7 years ago, a lower response rate might be expected compared to the more recent 300BCG and BCG booster cohorts. Indeed, for 22 individuals from the 500FG cohort the e-mail domain no longer existed and for this reason they did not receive the survey invitation. As not all domains allow for such checks it is plausible that this number is underestimated (e.g., due to change in e-mail address). Participants of the 300BCG and BCG booster cohorts were included more recently (2017-2020).

A digital survey was sent to all participants of the 500FG (n = 460), 300BCG (n = 326) and BCG booster (n = 31) cohorts on April 1^st^ 2020 and the possibility to fill in the survey closed on April 14^th^ 2020. The response rate of the 500FG cohort was 53.7% (n = 247) and the response rate of the 300BCG and BCG booster cohorts was 79.8% (n = 260) and 61.3% (n = 19) respectively for the first survey. The second survey was sent only to those individuals that completed the first survey. 241 individuals from the 300BCG cohort, 207 individuals from the 500FG cohort and 19 individuals from the BCG booster cohort completed both surveys.

In total, 197 individuals had not received the BCG vaccine (1 from the 300BCG cohort, 192 from the 500FG cohort and 4 from the BCG booster cohort), 329 individuals had received BCG (259 from the 300BCG cohort, 55 from the 500FG cohort and 15 from the BCG booster cohort). In order to assess the effect of recent BCG vaccination, 20 individuals (all part of the 500FG cohort) that received the BCG vaccine before 2015 were excluded from all analyses. The resulting dataset containing response to the first survey consisted of 309 BCG-vaccinated individuals and 197 controls.

Participants completed a digital survey in which they were queried about sickness and symptoms between February 27^th^ and March 31^st^ 2020. This period was chosen as the first COVID-19 positive case was detected in the Netherlands on February 27^th^ 2020 and the peak of people admitted to the hospital due to COVID-19 was at the end of March 2020. In addition, recent travel history and previous contact with SARS-CoV-2 infected individuals were questioned to ascertain possible exposure differences. Finally, individuals were asked if they had received a BCG vaccination and if so, when they were vaccinated. Participants that responded to the first digital survey all received a second survey in which they were queried about COVID-19 related disease, sickness and symptoms in the period 1^st^ April -- 30^th^ of April. Data depicted in [Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} contain the results from participants that completed both surveys (BCG-vaccinated n = 266; control n = 164). [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the data based on the results of survey 1 and represent the time period between February 27^th^ and March 31^st^. Participants from the BCG booster cohort received a second BCG vaccination in April and were for this reason excluded from analysis when the time period February 27^th^ -- April 30^th^ was assessed ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

Method Details {#sec4.4}
--------------

### Peripheral blood mononuclear cell isolation and stimulation {#sec4.4.1}

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated from EDTA whole blood with Ficoll-Paque (GE healthcare, UK) density gradient separation. Cells were washed twice in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and counted with a Sysmex hematology analyzer (XN-450). PBMCs were suspended in Dutch modified RPMI 1640 medium (Roswell Park Memorial Institute, Invitrogen, CA, USA), supplemented with 50 μg/mL gentamicin, 2 mM Glutamax (GIBCO) and 1 mM pyruvate (GIBCO). 5 × 10^5^ PBMCs were added to round bottom 96-well plates (Greiner) in a final volume of 200 μL/well and incubated either with culture medium only as a negative control or heat-killed *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (*M. tuberculosis* or *Mtb*) H37Rv (5 μg/mL, specific stimulus), or heat-killed *Staphylococcus aureus* (*S. aureus*) (10^6^ CFU/mL, non-specific stimulus). After 24 hours and 7 days of incubation at 37°C, supernatants were collected and stored at −20°C until analysis. Cytokine production was measured in 24 hours (IL-6, and TNF-α) and 7 days (IFN-γ) supernatants using commercial ELISA kits in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. In the 300BCG cohort, PBMCs were isolated and stimulated before vaccination and 3 months after BCG vaccination.

### Protein measurements {#sec4.4.2}

Circulating plasma inflammatory markers were assessed using the commercially available Olink Proteomics AB (Uppsala Sweden), using a Proseek © Multiplex proximity extension assay.[@bib44] Detected proteins are normalized and measured on a log2-scale as normalized protein expression values.

Quantification and Statistical Analysis {#sec4.5}
---------------------------------------

Questionnaire data was exported from Castor and analyzed in R version 3.6.1, using dplyr, tidyr, tidyverse and reshape2 for data inspection and transformation, ggplot2 and ggpubr for visualizations including statistics and rcompanion for more in-depth statistical analyses. Chi-square tests were used for comparisons of categorical demographic characteristics ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) (e.g., sex, age, BMI). Finally, differences in distribution of BCG-vaccinated individuals and controls and various dependent variables ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) were assessed by either Chi-square tests or, when the expected count in one of the cells of the 2x2 table was less than 5 for at least one of the symptoms, by Fisher's Exact tests. Statistical test and n are specified in each figure legend, asterisks indicate statistical significance (^∗^, p \< 0.05; ^∗∗^, p \< 0.01; ^∗∗∗^, p \< 0.001).

### Logistic regression {#sec4.5.1}

For the comparison of reported sickness and symptoms between the groups, we created a logistic regression model using the glm-formula with family = binomial for the dependent variable reported sickness with predictors BCG vaccination status, age, presence of underlying chronic condition (none versus one or more), healthcare-work (yes versus no), known contact with corona-infected person (yes versus no) and any international travel between January 1st and March 31^st^ 2020 (yes versus no). The fit of the model was assessed by means of a givitCalibrationBelt-plot using the package givitiR (see [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Statistics cytokine production and circulating mediators {#sec4.5.2}

A multitude of evidence shows that both age and sex can influence circulating cytokines.[@bib45] In order to properly compare circulating mediator (log2(NPX)) values, that had been assessed separately for the two cohorts and as such were normalized within cohort, we created a linear model for the log-transformed values, using cohort, age and sex as predictors. The resulting residual circulating mediators were visualized in grouped boxplots both for reported sickness and any symptoms in the period between February 27^th^ and April 30^th^ 2020. Wilcoxon-rank sum tests were performed to test for differences in mean cytokine production upon stimulation and differences in mean circulating mediator.

The magnitude of the trained immunity (innate immune memory) response was assessed by the fold change in cytokine production (TNF-α, IL-6) three months after BCG vaccination as compared to levels before vaccination. The specific immune response (adaptive immune memory) was assessed by the fold change in IFN-γ production upon stimulation with *M. tuberculosis*. The fold change for each cytokine-stimulus combination was dichotomized based on a threshold of 1.2 for IL-6 and TNF-α, and 1.5 for IFN-γ, where individuals below the threshold were categorized as non-responders and individuals above the threshold as responders. We tested for distribution differences of responders in reported disease and any symptoms in the indicated time period by means of Chi-square tests or Fisher's Exact test when sample size was too small.

Supplemental Information {#appsec2}
========================

Document S1. Figures S1--S6 Table S1. Survey Questions, Related to Figure 1 Document S2. Article plus Supplemental Information
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